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Where’s  My Punk Spirit

Our long-time collaborators
Wave Machines launch the massive

Punk Spirit single this week.

Commemorated by a bass orgasm in 
Hoxton Bar and Grill on Wednesday 

night, this is the band’s most memorable 
and intimate song.

Here’s the video.

Smith & Smeech

Take a shuftie at this beaut. Two of 
Mercy’s best buddies collaborate on a 
wonderfully intimate film to coincide 

with the release of John Smith’s debut 
album Map or Direction.

Sam Meech has been documenting 
the Liverpool creative scene since the 

day we arrived in town it seems, and it’s 
really exciting to see how he’s advanced 

his practice. His video of The Bell 
performance at our 2008 events remains 
the truest reflection of the atmosphere 

there, and we can’t wait to get in front of 
his camera again. One-shot wonder, in the 

most positive sense of the word!

AND we love John Smith. We did his 
album sleeve. He made us cry. We’re 

hooking him up with Ross Sutherland 
and Chris Hicks for an amazing new 

collaborative performance at December’s 
Wave If You’re Really There Event. He 
has us round for vast amounts of steak 

and wine. Nepostism Fooking Rules 
when you got pals like these!

We’ll keep it short and sweet this week; 
we’re all off to Bestival, and there are 

fancy dress outfits to make.

Big thanks to Luke Kennard for sending 
us Wolf On The Couch to publish. It’s so 
grand we have included it in its entirety in 
a special feature-length issue. And used it 
as an excuse to get Penny Davenport 
on board, whose illustrations we’ve been 
casting envious glances at for some time. 

Other than that, the usual, get on board 
with our mail list to receive this and be 

the first to see our new site (making great 
progress thanks to Kev Adamson).

Right. Off to sniff poppers and pay over 
the odds for cider for 4 days.

Sketchbook

It’s a music music week for Mercy.

First up, we got a really great new job 
with Roadrunner Records this week. 

Especially really great because they gave 
us a super cool brief that excused us to 
bring out the craft knife and magazine 
archive for some good ole fashioned 

photo montage. Here are some of our 
favourites from the sketchbook:

THIS IS THE NEWS

http://www.penelopedavenport.blogspot.com
http://www.kevadamson.com
http://www.myspace.com/mywavemachine
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDC321iYh4o
http://vimeo.com/6498983
http://www.luden.co.uk
http://www.johnsmithjohnsmith.com
http://blip.tv/file/1947564/


What work of yours most bears 
evidence of the f i lms’  inf luence?

What art ist  /  human /  thing(s)
are you most inf luenced by?

What is  i t  about the f i lms
that you f ind intriguing?

If  you were to pick your
favourite f i lm of the tr i logy,
what would i t  be?

I mean, the whole thing is astonishing. 
That famous scene where Morpheus and 
Neo fight in the virtual dojo is great fun. 
(If you enjoy that more-than-slightly 
pretentious combination of abstract 
maxims and fighting, you’ll love the book 
Zen in the Martial Arts by Joe Hyams.)

Many consider Reloaded and Revolutions 
(both 2003) to be self-indulgent cash-
ins. I disagree. The ways in which the 
sequels draw out the initial metaphors of 
the first film are superb and engaging for 
anyone even lightly versed in computer 
programming. For instance, in Reloaded 
we discover that The Matrix is merely the 
latest, flawed version of many attempts 
to control the human race – a beta 
software release, as it were. The whole 
vocabulary of the trilogy is dripping with 
terms pilfered from computing: system 
architecture, keys, back doors, the source, 
rogue programmes, clones, viruses… I 
could go on. 

I’ve been trying to write a long poem 
with lots of syntactic fractures and 
injections of programming language. 
Predictably, I’m not getting very far, but I 
think it has promise. What I really want 
to capture, and what I’m so impressed by 
in The Matrix, is that sense of the city as 
a mock-up, a generic cardboard model 
of the real thing. The films’ subtle use 
of lighting and colour evoke an urban 
environment that is unreal, or rather 
hyper-real. 

Of existing work, a poem I wrote for my 
residency at The Bishopsgate Institute 
is lifted, albeit unconsciously, from the 
climax of Reloaded, where Neo meets 
The Architect of The Matrix. It’s called 
‘The Coder’. It starts -

So, let’s meet the coder
he is the system architect.
You’ll find him an empty office, 
debugging the backend

You can read the rest of the poem
– and indeed the all of the poems
written during the residency – here.

Apocalyptic sci-fi trilogy The Matrix.

I love that fusion of cod philosophy, 
religious allegory and kick-ass action 
with big guns The Matrix has made its 
own. The entire conceit of the films – that 
reality is an illusion and the world as we 
know it is an elaborately coded computer 
simulation – is, of course, Buddhism for 
the Nintendo generation. But the style 
with which the Wachowski brothers bring 
it off is superb.

It’s impossible not to say the first film, 
The Matrix (1999). It contains all the 
crucial scenes, the moments that stick 
in your head: Neo crawling around his 
office to escape the agents; following the 
white rabbit; accepting the red pill and 
“waking up”; his initial training with 
Morpheus and subsequent development 
into matter-bending superhero.

My Gepetto

Tom’s debut collection, How To Build A City, is available now from Salt Publishing. His poems have been described as
‘perfect little machines of their time, which will grow all the more beautiful when they begin to rust’ (Stride)

A series of interviews 
exploring the inf luences
of some of our favourite
art ists  and clever clogses.

This week: Tom Chivers,
poet and founder of his
own small  press,
Penned In The Margins

THIS IS REGULAR

http://www.pennedinthemargins.co.uk
http://bishopsgate.org.uk/content.asp?CategoryID=1253
http://www.saltpublishing.com/books/smp/9781844715640.htm
http://www.stridemagazine.co.uk


II.

‘He’s an owl,’ I say.

‘Preposterous,’ splutters the wolf. ‘What does he look like?’

‘Squat, tawny, beakish,’ I say. ‘When you look closely he appears to be made up of a 
network of tiny cities.’

‘And in the rain?’

‘The same, but wetter.’

‘And all the people in these tiny cities,’ says the wolf, ‘do they run for buses when the 
owl is wet? The men with their black umbrellas, the women with their Nancy Mitford 
novels held over their coconut-scented heads, the light in the city like an old grey ice 
cream?’

‘You’d need a microscope to see that,’ I mutter.

‘And is there a pretty young woman with sheer black tights who is running also?’

‘Annabelle,’ I say.

‘Excellent.’ The wolf continues to write for several minutes. An ambulance siren in 
the street below – ambulances have always sounded like a mean little boy shouting, 
‘Weirdo! Weirdo!’

‘This owl you keep mentioning,’ says the wolf, finally. ‘I’m going to need some details: 
his political persuasion, his school reports, sexual preferences, favourite foods, his 
accent, his attitude to authority figures and so forth.’

‘He doesn’t tell me that sort of thing,’ I mutter. ‘His accent is like a pair of shears.’

‘Then we’d better ask him,’ says the wolf. ‘In those cities in the rain, are there also 
television studios?’

I.

‘WHO LIVES IN YOUR HEAD?’ the wolf bellows.

The wolf has completed a correspondence course in psychoanalysis and is testing it out 
on me.

‘Nobody,’ I say. I am lying on the floor in his new office – to which he invited me on 
the pretext of “a nice drink”.

‘Nonsense,’ says the wolf, striding up and down the room. ‘Someone or something lives 
in everyone’s head. Who lives in yours?’

‘There is one thing,’ I say, trying to stop the points of light pitching and rolling. ‘I have 
created an alter-ego through whom I voice opinions I am not brave enough to voice 
myself and whom I also use for self-censure and masochism.’

‘Hmm,’ says the wolf, his pen scratching across his Psychologist’s Jotter. ‘Sounds more 
like an alter-superego. Describe him.’

Wolf On The Couch + Words by Luke Kennard
+ Pictures by Penny Davenport



III.

The owl sits in a red velvet chair, his shirt rakishly unbuttoned to the middle. The 
wolf has his legs crossed in the presenter’s manner. The theme tune is all twenty-
eight and a half minutes of Mozart’s Piano Concerto No. 21 in C major. The wolf 
becomes increasingly impatient. Finally the audience’s applause ebbs away and the 
wolf is able to turn to the owl and say:

‘Religion, nationality and profession.’

‘Presbyterian, Ruritanian and Sancitmonium,’ replies the owl in a maddening 
falsetto.

‘Favourite colour, novel and point of reference,’ says the wolf.

‘Presbyterian, Ruritanian and Sancitmonium,’ replies the owl.

The wolf blanches, stands up, his shoulders tensing, trying very hard to compose 
himself. He closes his eyes.

‘Political persuasion, football team and sexual preference,’ he whispers, tearfully.

‘Presbyterian, Ruritanian and Sancitmonium,’ replies the owl.

The wolf howls, picks up the owl, shakes him and tears him to pieces, finding him 
full of yellow and orange fluff and a small tape-recorder playing, ‘Presbyterian, 
Ruritanian and Sancitmonium,’ on a loop. The audience applauds.

*

‘You dastard!’ cries the wolf, back in the office. ‘You set me up!’

‘You can’t interview the owl when you’re on the owl,’ I say. ‘I mean, you can’t, can 
you? It would be like trying to suck a vacuum cleaner into itself.’

The wolf stands and writes ‘ORALLY FIXATED’ on a white board in the shape of a 
giant pair of lips.

IV.

The wolf has asked me to complete a list of phrases making each set-of-three 
phonetically similar to the last. ‘It is a technique known as Sharking for Snow,’ he 
says. Within ten minutes I have filled in the sheet.

It wounds me to see you flying like that –
I always want to accuse you of something:
Your failure to scrutinise the clouds. 1

Baboons need to feel the sighing white flat 2 –
Hallways daunt and confuse, hooves thumping:
Regalia, while Putinised, astounds. 3

Marooned, we pursue the Olympiad,
The ‘Four Ways’ haunt Syracuse 4 like a dumpling 5 –
Pygmalion has notified the crowds. 6 

Next we take a long walk around the city park, looking up at the office window, 
looking down at the yellow leaves. Leaning against the gazebo, a blues guitarist 
thumps his guitar.

‘It is a tour de weakness,’ says the wolf.

 1 The wolf is pleased. ‘Already you are working out some deep-seated feelings,’ he says. ‘Jealousy, 
entropy, Feudalism.’

‘That’s your stanza,’ I say. ‘I didn’t write any of that.’
‘All the same,’ says the wolf. ‘A good poem is a good poem, no matter who wrote it.’

2 At this the wolf flies into a rage. ‘What the fuck is that supposed to mean?’ he yells. ‘Firstly you 
ruin all of your hard work by mentioning an ape – calling card of the imaginatively constipated 
– then you mix two metaphors that never existed in the first place: I’ll allow you that a flat can 
sigh, a white flat all the better, but that a baboon is even capable of feeling, let alone that he 
depends on the sighing of a flat for his very life is just stupid. Make it a “balloon” instead.’
3 ‘Very religious,’ comments the wolf.
4 ‘The city of Syracuse, New York, was founded on an ancient Indian burial ground,’ says the 
wolf. ‘I can only assume that these “Four Ways” are the four ways of the ancients: hunting, 
meditation, dance and laughter.’
5 ‘The way a dumpling haunts a stew,’ the wolf observes, ‘Floating, on the surface and yet dense 
and heavy. Excellent.’
6 ‘About what?’ says the wolf. ‘You can’t just leave it there! What does Pygmalion want the 
crowds to know? Something about Galatea, presumably. Then tell us! We are the crowds!’

‘There wasn’t any room.’ I complain.
‘A proper writer would have made room,’ says the wolf.



V.

‘All superheroes are essentially giant phalluses,’ says the wolf. ‘If you were a 
superhero, which would you be? Batman, Spiderman or Superman?’

‘Batman,’ I say.

The wolf writes, “Thinks penis is a bat” on the whiteboard. 

I am back on the couch now, trying to keep still.

‘Now for the Rorschach test,’ says the wolf, picking up a pile of white cards.

On each card the wolf has daubed black and red ink.

‘They’re supposed to be butterfly paintings,’ I say.

‘What?’ snaps the wolf.

‘I mean they’re supposed to be symmetrical,’ I say. ‘You’re supposed to paint one 
side and fold it over.’

‘Fascinating,’ says the wolf and writes, “Believes everything should make sense” on 
the whiteboard. ‘A fine sentiment from a man who thinks his penis is a bat,’
he adds.

VI.

‘Here’s my diagnosis,’ says the wolf. ‘You want life to be episodic, to have a clear 
beginning and end like a film or a novel. Whereas real life is far more amorphous 
than that – as any film or novel will tell you.’

‘That’s not true,’ I say.

‘See?’ says the wolf. ‘A conclusive statement, as always. The only cure is Word 
Disassociation. I say a word, you reply with a word that has absolutely nothing to 
do with it. Fish,’ says the wolf.

‘Disappointment,’ I say.

‘Ointment,’ says the wolf.

‘Larch,’ I say.

‘Tribe,’ says the wolf.

‘Inflation,’ I say.

This goes on for two hours, during which the wolf systematically undoes every 
synapse.

‘There,’ he announces. ‘How do you feel now?’

‘Pointed,’ I say.

‘Excellent,’ says the wolf.

‘Xylophone,’ I say.

‘Then I’ll see you this time next week,’ says the wolf.

‘Hottentots,’ I say.



THIS IS VINTAGE

Kathryn has been a Mercy regular since 2006, and was one of the live drawers at our Tate show 
The Making last year. She is due to release an artist book at the end of the month, and will 
also be performing in Nottingham on October 6th, as part of NottDance. Not dancing though.

+ Kathryn CooperFirst  published in Mercy 38: October ‘07

http://liverpoolstories.blogspot.com/2008/12/mercyliverpool-tate.html
http://coopersmarket.blogspot.com
http://www.dance4.co.uk/nottdance


To receive issue minusTWO 
next week, make sure your 
email  address is  on our l ist

http://www.mercyonline.co.uk

